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Abstract
Media bias detection requires comprehensive
integration of information derived from mul-
tiple news sources. Sentence-level political
bias detection in news is no exception, and has
proven to be a challenging task that requires
an understanding of bias in consideration of
the context. Inspired by the fact that humans
exhibit varying degrees of writing styles, result-
ing in a diverse range of statements with dif-
ferent local and global contexts, previous work
in media bias detection has proposed augmen-
tation techniques to exploit this fact. Despite
their success, we observe that these techniques
introduce noise by over-generalizing bias con-
text boundaries, which hinders performance.
To alleviate this issue, we propose techniques
to more carefully search for context using a
bias-sensitive, target-aware approach for data
augmentation. Comprehensive experiments
on the well-known BASIL dataset show that
when combined with pre-trained models such
as BERT, our augmentation techniques lead to
state-of-the-art results. Our approach outper-
forms previous methods significantly, obtaining
an F1-score of 58.15 over state-of-the-art bias
detection task.

1 Introduction

News media companies publish thousands of arti-
cles every day. While we generally regard these ar-
ticles as containing factual, true information, stud-
ies have shown that various kinds of bias exist in
news (Fan et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2020; Gentzkow
et al., 2015; Prat and Strömberg, 2013). Further
studies have studied the effects that these biases
have on readers, particularly in voting. A study
by Groseclose and Milyo (2005) suggests that in-
deed media has a sizable political impact on voting,
where for example DellaVigna and Kaplan (2007)
found significant effect of exposure to Fox News
in increased turnout to the polls.

Clearly, biased media have the potential to sway

readers in potentially detrimental paths. Therefore,
it is crucial to unveil the true nature of media bias.
Furthermore, as all journalism contains narratives
(Unesco, 2018), given its role on transforming indi-
vidual and public opinion, we consider it is worth
measuring and understanding the political bias phe-
nomenon. We think bias detection is important
as a proxy or mechanism to assess the quality of
information in news media. As stated by Unesco
(2018), there is no problem with the existence of
narratives in substandard journalism, rather poor
professionalism.

Bias in news from different aspects has been stud-
ied in the past, where for example Chen et al.
(2018) and Arapakis et al. (2016) created news
quality corpus of 561 articles and study how var-
ious news constituents characterize the quality of
editorial articles. While these works are highly rel-
evant to the bias problem, they did not specifically
or directly target at the issue.

Foundational work in political bias was performed
by Fan et al. (2019), who released a human-
annotated dataset named Bias Annotation Spans
on the Informational Level (BASIL), containing
300 fine-grained bias annotations. Concretely, po-
litical bias is identified at the sentence-level, where
spans are annotated and a target (the main entity)
is identified, in addition to a few other labels. Sig-
nificantly, BASIL stands as the first dataset to be
annotated with different types of bias. Informa-
tional bias, which depends broadly on the context
of the sentence (Guo and Zhu, 2022a) and arises
from manipulation of information or selective pre-
sentation of content in a factual way, e.g., use of
quotes, to evoke specific reader’s emotions towards
news entities (Fan et al., 2019; van den Berg and
Markert, 2020), and lexical bias, which stems from
the choice of specific words or linguistic phrases
that influence the interpretation of a subject, and
perpetuate the understanding of information (Re-
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casens et al., 2013; Iyyer et al., 2014; Hube and
Fetahu, 2019) are present in BASIL. To the best
of our knowledge, BASIL is the first dataset that
annotates informational bias together with specific
targets.

With the release of BASIL, work on political bias
detection has mostly focused on informational bias,
with a strong emphasis on informational context
within and across news media articles, as informa-
tional bias is highly content-dependent. In the sem-
inal work, van den Berg and Markert (2020) feed
the whole document/article as context for sentence-
level bias classification. Though this approach
worked relatively well in practice, using long docu-
ments in this context brings considerable noise, re-
dundancy and can increase vocabulary size, which
can ultimately decrease the performance of the clas-
sifier as evidenced by previous work (Akhter et al.,
2020; Guo and Zhu, 2022b). Moreover, as shown
by Chen et al. (2020), detecting bias at article level
remains even more challenging and difficult task.

In light of this issue, several works have recently
focused on introducing more specific contextual
information to perform classification (Cohan et al.,
2019b; van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and
Zhu, 2022b), for example by mixing contexts of
informational and lexical bias at both the article-
level (entire article encompassing target sentence)
and event-level (triplet of articles discussing the
same event).

While the aforementioned approaches have resulted
in improved performance, we think their applica-
bility is limited. On one hand, articles in BASIL
have no overall bias label, instead each sentence is
labeled as evidence of a certain kind of bias or as a
neutral statement, suggesting that these should be
treated separately when detecting different kinds of
bias. Previous studies (Rao et al., 2018; Tripathy
et al., 2017) have already shown that on document-
level classification, paragraphs can belong to mul-
tiple categories, which Chen et al. (2020), also
observed on BASIL, where paragraphs belong to
either informational bias, lexical bias or no bias
spans. Furthermore, as highlighted by Chen et al.
(2020), by mixing contexts of informational and
lexical bias, it becomes difficult for the model to
distinguish and predict different type of bias, which
may result in lower model performance.

In light of this issue, in this work, we provide a

Source Target Index Sentence Bias

FOX 0 President Obama health care plan treats
the treasured entitlement like a piggy
bank, while the Romney-Ryan plan pre-
serves it.

Inf

HPO 4 If any person in this entire debate has
blood on their hands in regard to Medi-
care, it’s Barack Obama.

Inf

NYT O
ba

m
a

C
am

pa
ig

n

4 Now when you need it, Obama has cut
$716 billion from Medicare.

Inf

FOX 21 Obama campaign spokeswoman Lis
Smith described the new Romney-Ryan
ad on the subject as dishonest and hypo-
critical, considering Ryan’s own propos-
als for Medicare.

Lex

HPO 27 Senator McCain and Governor Romney
have subsequently opposed the savings
that the president identified and dema-
gogued the issue, ironically, since Gov-
ernor Romney’s running mate kept them
in his budget.

Lex

NYT

R
om

ne
y

C
am

pa
ig

n

7 Lis Smith, a spokeswoman for the
Obama campaign, said, Mitt Romney’s
Medicare ad is dishonest and hypocriti-
cal.

Lex

Table 1: Bias sentences extracted from event 0 of BASIL
with three news media sources, FOX (0fox; source:fox,
event:0), HPO (0hpo; source:hpo, event:0), and NYT
(0nyt; source:nyt, event:0), showing a single event can
exhibit similar targets and bias types to manifest event-
based target aware context.

framework to generate more consistent and similar
bias contexts to improve performance. As shown in
Table 1, each instance of annotated bias span also
identifies the “target”, i.e., the main entity or topic
of the sentence that is also annotated in BASIL.
Using this information, our key insight is to create
event-level contexts that are target-aware and also
sensitive to the bias label.

For example, for the target “Obama Campaign”,
sentences from three different news sources are
combined to form a single contextual example for
informational bias classification, as highlighted in
light gray. A similar procedure is applied for “Rom-
ney Campaign”, where sentences are concatenated
to form an example for lexical bias classification,
highlighted in dark gray. Inspired by ideas from
modeling context in informational bias detection
(van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Chen et al., 2020;
Guo and Zhu, 2022b), our approach is able to aug-
ment examples with richer contexts and less noise,
and follows previous work in determining that the
detection of lexical bias should hold equal impor-
tance as informational bias (Zhou and Bansal, 2020;
Marinov and Efremov, 2019; Maab et al., 2023).

Following recent work (Maab et al., 2023), we
tackle a variety of bias detection tasks including
INF/OTH and INF/LEX using data from BASIL.
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Through extensive experimentation, we demon-
strate the effectiveness of our approach by obtain-
ing state-of-the-art performance on all of our stud-
ied tasks. In addition, our holistic view on bias en-
ables us to unveil inconsistent terminologies used
for contextual information of BASIL, therefore we
gather such contexts to improve clarity and uni-
formity, and to avoid previous work problems as
indicated in our comparison with the state-of-the-
art.

2 Related Work

Media bias has been scrutinized often with nuanced
variations and under different contexts through
diverse terminologies. Misinformation detection
based on linguistic driven approaches are exposed
by novel approaches (Pan et al., 2018; Pérez-Rosas
et al., 2017). Powerful players in news media
advance their interests by devoting plentiful re-
sources to facilitate controlled communication in
politics (Entman, 2007), therefore ideology pre-
diction and trustworthiness of news media draws
attention (Baly et al., 2019), while Hamborg et al.
(2019) highlighted that distinctive contributions
can be made by computer scientists to study bias.

Kulkarni et al. (2018) proposed an attention-based
model to capture high-level contexts of news ar-
ticles including title, link structure, and news in-
formation using both textual content and network
structure to leverage cues from multiple views.
Contextualized representations of sentences for
better understanding of documents are studied us-
ing numerous pre-trained language models (Cohan
et al., 2019b; Iyyer et al., 2014). Inspired from
(Cohan et al., 2019b), van den Berg and Markert
(2020) work on BASIL to propose several context
inclusive models on article and event context, and
use three BiLSTMs for encoding FOX, HPO, NYT
news documents as triplets. Building upon existing
study of (van den Berg and Markert, 2020), (Guo
and Zhu, 2022b) use multi-level graph attention net-
works for bias detection by MultiCTX model that
use contrastive learning from sentence embeddings
to discriminate target sentences. Another recent
study on BASIL (Lei et al., 2022) built distilla-
tion models on top of RoBERTa for informational
bias classification and explore different types of
local and global discourse structures. Similarly,
article-level bias classifiers (Chen et al., 2020) use
second order bias features of BASIL to manipulate
context information using uncased BERT. Using

BASIL, BERT by Devlin et al. (2018) remain as
a major baseline model in majority of previous
studies (van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and
Zhu, 2022b). Chen et al. (2020) find that fine-
tuned BERT has a strong efficacy and use it to
reimplement (Fan et al., 2019) results. In light of
the findings, our proposed approach also utilize
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018).

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Bias-Aware Neighborhood Context

Previous work has shown that phrases surrounding
a sentence annotated with bias can be used as local
context to perform bias classification, and that this
local context can contribute to the ability of models
to identify and label types of bias. However, by
ignoring the nature of these sentences, existing ap-
proaches that utilize neighborhood context (van den
Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and Zhu, 2022b) can
run into problems by introducing ambiguous con-
tent, for example when adding sentences that are
annotated with the opposite bias. As shown by
(van den Berg and Markert, 2020), this can also
lead to massive data leakage problems across train
and test sets.

To account for the disparity in how different
bias contexts are overlooked in previous work, in
this paper, we propose to care for the bias label
of neighboring sentences, advancing to generate
Bias-Aware Neighborhood Contexts (BANC), and
adding neighboring sentences to the model input as
long as they have a related bias label. Table 2 shows
an example of how this procedure works. Since,
our approach is bias-sensitive, sentences with in-
formational and lexical bias are treated separately.
Therefore, for a given target sentence with index 1,
the former (index 0) and next (index 2) sentences
become neighbor sentences of lexical bias as they
exhibit no bias span as highlighted in green. Corre-
spondingly, to generate a BANC for informational
bias classification, we combine sentences with in-
dices 2, 3 and 4 as highlighted in blue. Teal (green
+ blue) color is shown by sentence index 2, since it
is common between the two BANC text spans. Ac-
cording to the same principle, for cases where the
first sentence of an article has bias, next sentence is
checked and combined, whereas in the event where
it is last sentence, former sentence gets checked
and successively combined.
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Index Position Sentence Bias

0 Neighbor Israel and Middle East policy have a ten-
dency of surfacing in presidential poli-
tics in rather combustible ways.

-

1 Target And a new advertisement that will run in
areas of Florida with large Jewish pop-
ulations attempts to stoke anxiety over
American policies in the region, using a
news clip of Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of Israel warning of the risks
of a nuclear Iran.

LEX

2 Neighbor The fact is that every day that passes,
Iran gets closer and closer to nuclear
arms, Mr. Netanyahu is shown saying.

-

3 Target For dramatic effect, a soundtrack fit for
an episodic drama like Homeland plays
as the prime minister continues.

INF

4 Neighbor The world tells Israel, Wait. There’s still
time.

-

5 Neighbor And I say wait for what? -
6 Neighbor Wait until when? -

Table 2: An article of New York Times section extracted
from BASIL showing bias-aware neighborhood context
of informational bias in green and lexical in blue.

Target
Sentences Target-aware examples

Article-level Event-level TotalFOX HPO NYT FOX HPO NYT

18
Benjamin Netanyahu 1 - - 1 - - - 1
Barack Obama 5 1 - 10 1 - 5 (fox × hpo) 16
Secure America Now - 2 2 - 1 1 4 (hpo × nyt) 6

Total within Art. = 14 9 23

22
Hillary Clinton 5 - 3 10 - 3 15 (fox × nyt) 28
Barack Obama 2 2 - 1 1 - 4 (fox × hpo) 6
Nancy Pelosi 1 - - 1 - - - 1

Total within Art. = 16 19 35

Table 3: Detail of the number of contextualized in-
stances obtained by applying our proposed ABTA and
EBTA to a set of the original examples from BASIL, in
this case taken from events (E) 18 and 22, for the case
of informational bias.

3.2 Target-Aware Context

While our neighboring approach helps identify lo-
cal context relevant for bias classification, we be-
lieve that global context, either at the article or
event levels, can also be exploited. To that end,
we note that BASIL contains annotations that also
identify the “target” of a given sentence where ei-
ther lexical or informational bias is present. This
“target” label refers to the main entity or topic of
the sentence that is annotated, with some of the
most prominent targets in BASIL being entities or
people that lie at the core of news reports, such as
Donald Trump, Romney Campaign, Secure Amer-
ica Now, among others.

We further note that although the frequency of ap-
pearance of a given “target” varies substantially, as
long as we keep the annotated label constant (e.g.,
lexical), the context remains the same. This moti-
vated us to gather all surrounding linguistic cues
pertaining to a specific target at both the article-

level and event-level. Concretely, we create target-
aware contextual information by making use of all
possible combination spans having the same bias
and target, and propose article-based target-aware
(ABTA) and event-based target-aware (EBTA)
contexts, which we explain below.

As show in Table 3, using ABTA context, for in-
stance, the target “Barack Obama” which has 5
sentences annotated with informational bias in the
FOX article and 1 in HPO, generates all possible
combinations of two sentences within FOX giv-
ing us 10 contextualized examples, and 1 same
example in HPO because this article has only one
sentence, respectively. Note that possible combi-
nations of sentences within articles are combined
in groups of two only, which we do to emulate the
natural distribution of occurrence of sentences with
the same bias and same “target”.

EBTA contexts shown in the “Event-level” col-
umn in Table 3, are computed for common tar-
gets across articles, for instance, the same target
“Barack Obama” with informational bias appear
across FOX and HPO with 5 and 1 sentences, there-
fore all unique possible combinations in groups
of two generates 5 new contextualized examples
across the two aforementioned articles. Finally,
following the example in the table for “Barack
Obama”, the combined contexts of ABTA and
EBTA give us a total of 10+1+5 = 16 contextual-
ized informational bias examples for a single target.
Note that we repeat this procedure for generating
target-aware lexical bias contexts.

Because of the way in which we combine sentences,
it is evident that our approach is significant in pro-
viding contextualized examples for infrequent tar-
gets as well, therefore also contributing towards
mitigating imbalanced bias distribution and skewed
nature of “targets” as observed in BASIL articles
(Chen et al., 2020).

Using our target-aware techniques, we are able to
get more than triple the amount of training exam-
ples for training for lexical bias detection (462 sen-
tences v/s 1,551 contextualized examples), and we
observe a fourfold increase of examples for infor-
mational bias detection (1,221 sentences v/s 4,987
contextualized examples). Please see Table 4 for a
detailed explanation on target-aware context gen-
eration for the most frequent “targets” in BASIL.
Our separate use of lexical bias contexts guaran-
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Target Target Aware Context

Sentences Possible Combinations

Donald Trump 340 2767 (Inf: 2386, Lex: 381)
Barack Obama 119 619 (Inf: 479, Lex: 140)
Barack Obama* 156 870 (Inf: 705, Lex: 165)
Hillary Clinton 62 327 (Inf: 292, Lex: 35)
Democratic Lawmakers 36 119 (Inf: 97, Lex: 22)
Joe Biden 32 325 (Inf: 241, Lex: 84)
Paul Ryan 25 122 (Inf: 97, Lex: 25)

Table 4: Most frequent bias targets in BASIL across
events and their possible combinations using target-
aware context. Barack Obama* includes three similar
targets: Barack Obama, Obama’s administration, Sasha
and Malia Obama with 119, 21, and 16 bias sentences.

tees that the model is not relying solely on shallow
lexical features of a complete article as in previ-
ous work (van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo
and Zhu, 2022b), and instead looking for cues on
the same categories or bias type (Rao et al., 2018;
Tripathy et al., 2017) relevant for the task at hand.

Since, prior studies focused solely on informational
bias and overlooked other bias spans, we surmise
that lexical bias detection is also significant as sup-
ported by Maab et al. (2023), and provide a more
concise and sensitive bias narratives with neighbor-
hood contexts together with target-aware contexts.

Finally, based on successful results reported by
previous work (Mikolov et al., 2013; Maab et al.,
2023), we additionally use a backtranslation ap-
proach to generate more data, which we apply to
our contextualized samples using Spanish as a pivot
language. By incorporating multiple viewpoints in
our neighborhood and target-aware contexts, we fa-
cilitate our model in providing a broad and inherent
semantics of biased targets to manifest variations
in bias representations. Our extensive experiments
will further demonstrate the impact of proposed
context in different training settings.

4 Experimental Setup

To streamline the comparison with prior work
(van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and Zhu,
2022b), we use a 10-fold cross-validation setting
where bias-aware neighborhood and event-based
target aware contexts never appear at the same time
in non-overlapping train-val-test split sets of 80-
10-10, respectively. Average performance of our
model using three seed runs is reported in all our
experiments.

For the sentence-level bias detection, we perform

two classification tasks: detection of informational
bias (INF/OTH) and classification of bias type
(INF/LEX). Inspired by Maab et al. (2023), for
INF/OTH bias task we combine BANC, EBTA
and ABTA with backtranslation of both examples
labeled as containing either informational or lexical
bias. For the INF/LEX, we do this only on lexical
bias examples.

We refer to the original set of examples in BASIL,
without augmentation as “regular”. We do not per-
form any augmentation techniques for the testing
examples . Furthermore, to examine the effective-
ness of our proposed components in ablation stud-
ies, regular BASIL examples (Fan et al., 2019) are
augmented with BANCand target-aware contexts
in fractions of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 100%,
and 100% with BT (additional backtranslated ex-
amples).

Baselines Majority of approaches in previous
studies concentrate on deep learning methods for
identifying media bias. We compare our work with
models that use different kinds of BASIL contexts
for sentence-level bias detection to ensure consis-
tent and impartial evaluation. We consider multi-
ple contextual models that address the detection
of informational bias, for example, SSC (Sequen-
tial Sentence Classification) Cohan et al. (2019a)
and its variant WinSCC (windowed Sequential Sen-
tence Classification) (van den Berg and Markert,
2020), RoBERTa, ArtCIM for target sentences
within an article, and EvCIM for triplets of articles
covering the same event (van den Berg and Markert,
2020; Guo and Zhu, 2022b). Guo and Zhu (2022b)
further proposed MultiCTX model and reproduce
the results using WinSCC and EvCIM for informa-
tional bias detection. We also compare against the
fine-tuned RoBERTa model (Lei et al., 2022), as
well as BERT (Maab et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2020;
Devlin et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019).

Implementation Details We use the PyTorch
to implement our models, borrowing from Hug-
gingFace (Face, 2021), our classifiers are based on
BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2018), and all our mod-
els are trained with 5 × 10−5 as learning rate, 32
as batch size, and 15 as a maximum epoch count.
We utilize a server with an NVIDIA V-100 GPU
for our experiments.
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Figure 1: Plot showings various fractions of augmented
contexts using BANC (neighbourhood), ABTA &
EBTA (target-aware), and integration of multiple con-
texts (fusion = BERT + BANC + ABTA + EBTA) to
examine the effect of INF-F1 score (blue) in INF/OTH
task, and INF-F1 (green) & LEX-F1 (red) in INF/LEX
task.

5 Results

5.1 Ablation Study
To show the effectiveness of our proposed tech-
niques, we rely on both INF/OTH and INF/LEX
tasks. For BANC, (ABTA and EBTA), we vary
the percentage of augmented data that is added to
the training, and compare against the “regular” set-
ting. Table 5 and Figure 1 shows a summary of our
obtained results. Overall, we observe that with the
increase in size of context-augmented samples for
both neighborhood and target-aware context, the
model yields improvements in F1-scores and accu-
racy of both bias tasks. Furthermore, we see that
by only using BANC, we can achieve substantial
performance improvements, regardless of the fact
that this technique neglects event information.

Owing to the fact that target-aware context con-
tains comprehensive data augmentation contexts
(ABTA & EBTA), an elevated performance in
INF-F1 scores in INF/OTH and INF/LEX tasks
is observed, as shown in Figure 1 with blue and
olive lines, over BANC in light blue and light
green lines, respectively. Higher percentage of
context achieves higher performance, for instance,
when 100% context of (ABTA & EBTA) is uti-
lized, INF/OTH task shows INF-F1 score of 52.91
against 42.32 of regular, and INF/LEX task shows
INF-F1 score of 71.66 against 68.71 of regular,
respectively. In INF/LEX task, the rise of LEX-
F1 scores highlighted in red are more prominent

INF/ OTH INF/ LEX

F1 Score F1 Score

BANC
ABTA+
EBTA % Acc. INF OTH Acc. INF LEX

- - Regular 80.14 42.32 87.11 76.69 68.71 53.42

✓ - + 10% 80.56 42.72 86.41 77.87 68.98 52.13
✓ - + 30% 82.35 44.01 89.32 79.87 68.91 54.54
✓ - + 50% 83.00 46.99 89.88 80.54 68.73 57.87
✓ - + 100% 83.72 48.90 90.77 79.97 69.10 61.56
✓ - + BT 85.31 52.07 89.97 82.21 71.97 67.02

- ✓ + 10% 80.05 43.01 83.28 83.21 67.32 51.22
- ✓ + 30% 81.44 47.91 88.22 80.30 68.77 55.45
- ✓ + 50% 82.36 50.88 90.42 82.89 69.12 59.98
- ✓ + 100% 84.36 52.91 89.07 83.30 71.66 64.10
- ✓ + BT 86.05 54.46 91.53 86.67 73.92 69.92

✓ ✓ + 10% 81.13 43.82 84.17 78.56 68.67 53.50
✓ ✓ + 30% 84.72 48.14 88.06 81.23 69.47 58.64
✓ ✓ + 50% 85.51 52.52 89.06 82.60 71.79 63.36
✓ ✓ + 100% 84.90 56.88 90.17 83.36 74.01 66.97
✓ ✓ + BT 86.40 58.15 91.88 84.77 75.46 71.93

Table 5: Results of our ablation studies, in terms of accu-
racy and micro-F1 scores, when varying the amount (as
percentage) of contextualized examples obtained with
ABTA and EBTA that are added to the training data,
where BT stands for the backtranslation augmentation
approach from (Maab et al., 2023).

than INF-F1 highlighted in green after 50% con-
text, because number of lexical bias contexts are
partially comparable to informational bias contexts,
whereas in INF/OTH task the informational bias
contexts are still reasonably lower than OTH (non
bias + lexical samples). Similarly, since backtrans-
lation is only performed on lexical bias contexts in
INF/LEX task, LEX-F1 scores are more amplified
than INF F1-scores.

When we combine our neighborhood augmentation
technique (BANC) and target-aware article-based
and event-based contexts (ABTA and EBTA) as
our final model, it is observed that the performance
begin excelling against the regular even when 40%
of the combined context-augmented examples are
fed to the model. Our results further demonstrate
the effectiveness of backtranslation-based augmen-
tation technique on BASIL, following the findings
of Maab et al. (2023), and showing that this tech-
nique can be combined with our proposed compo-
nents to attain further performance improvements.

5.2 Comparison with Prior Work

Having established the efficacy of our proposed
approach, we now proceed to compare our model
with previous studies. Concretely, we can only
compare our work against one studied INF/OTH
bias task of BASIL using contextual information
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Model INF / OTH

Acc. P R INF F1

Neighborhood Context
SSC-5 (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 41.90 36.16 38.19
SSC-10 (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 43.84 34.88 38.22
WinSSC-5 (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 42.28 36.94 38.67
WinSSC-10 (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 43.20 35.12 37.44
RoBERTa (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 43.12 41.29 42.16
MultiCTX (Guo and Zhu, 2022b) - 47.18 44.01 45.53
BERT + BT (Maab et al., 2023) 83.86 51.22 46.32 50.70
BERT + BANC (ours) 83.72 49.07 45.32 48.90
BERT + BANC + BT (ours) 85.31 50.08 48.12 52.07

Article Context
WinSSC (Guo and Zhu, 2022b) - 41.47 34.37 37.58
ArtCIM (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 38.81 47.78 42.80

Event Context
EvCIM (van den Berg and Markert, 2020) - 39.72 49.60 44.10
EvCIM (Guo and Zhu, 2022b) - 47.07 44.64 45.81

BERT (Chen et al., 2020) - 58.62 32.08 41.46
RoBERTa (Lei et al., 2022) - 43.53 49.84 46.47
MultiCTX (Guo and Zhu, 2022b) - 47.78 44.50 46.08
BERT + ABTA + EBTA (ours) 84.36 52.78 47.74 52.91
BERT + ABTA + EBTA BT (ours) 86.05 54.10 49.82 54.46
BERT + BANC + ABTA + EBTA (ours) 84.90 55.60 53.93 56.88
BERT + BANC + ABTA + EBTA + BT (ours) 86.40 59.22 53.12 58.15

Table 6: Comparison of our approach with previous
work, separated by usage of context. We report average
results of three runs with different random seeds. In
the Table, Acc, P, and R stand for Accuracy, Precision
and Recall respectively. BT denotes the augmentation
approach from (Maab et al., 2023), who are also the
only authors to report accuracy.

as indicated by prior work (Maab et al., 2023),
therefore we solely present our work pertaining to
this task with state-of-the-art.

Based on our comprehensive analysis on how prior
studies use different contexts on BASIL, we align
similar contexts of our proposed method to allow
meaningful comparisons as shown in the Table 6,
using three corresponding sections.

To compare with previous work where only within
article context is used, we concretely utilize our
top performing models for comparison, i.e., BERT
combined with 100% BANC (BERT + BANC),
and with backtranslation (BERT + BANC + BT).
Similarly, prior work using event contexts are com-
pared with our BERT model trained on 100%
target-aware (BERT + ABTA + EBTA), and with
backtranslation (BERT + ABTA + EBTA + BT),
respectively. Since MultiCTX by Guo and Zhu
(2022b) uses multi-contrast learning of both arti-
cle and event contexts, we compare and use our
best BERT model with fusion of both proposed
context techniques (BERT + BANC + ABTA +
EBTA), and with backtranslation (BERT + BANC
+ ABTA + EBTA + BT), which in essence is our

final model. Based on our results, and supporting
findings of our ablation study, both BANC and
target-aware (ABTA & EBTA) hold significance
in our approach, however target-aware contexts
contributes more than BANC parallel to previous
findings (Guo and Zhu, 2022b). Our approach out-
performs previous work significantly, obtaining an
F1-score of 58.15 in INF label.

In summary, our results show that our proposed
approach leads to state-of-the-art results, offer-
ing compelling empirical evidence suggesting that
adding multiple contextual information is effective
at recognizing sentence-level informational and lex-
ical bias as a type of misinformation.

5.3 Role of “target” frequency

To confirm the effectiveness of using target-aware
(ABTA & EBTA) contexts, we conduct a study
on most frequent bias targets of BASIL, and con-
sequently experiment with BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), which serves as a baseline model for recent
studies (van den Berg and Markert, 2020; Guo and
Zhu, 2022b; Chen et al., 2020). From Table 4, we
see that the “target” “Donald Trump” appears as
the most attracted and significant media entity with
substantial coverage of informational and lexical
bias sentences. Out of 6,538 total target-aware con-
texts that we create, we found that around 42%
(2,767) of them come from this target. In light of
this issue, we are interested in studying the effect
of target frequency in the creation of richer context,
and propose an ablation analysis to gain insight.

We begin by first introducing target-aware contexts
of only “Donald Trump” in various fractions to the
regular setting, again for the INF/LEX task. We
compare the contribution of the most frequent tar-
get towards performance by testing models trained
solely on this data, and compare to models trained
on the entire target-aware contexts.

As shown in Figure 2, our results are consistent
with the performance rise of LEX-F1 scores after
50% data using all targets, no significant perfor-
mance change is observed until 50% of Donald
Trump contexts, however there is a gradual rise in
F1-scores of INF and LEX when 100% contextual
data is introduced. Increase in LEX F1-score of
56.72 from 53.42 is seen with 100% Donald Trump
context when compared with the regular model.
Similarly, due to the fact that no BT is performed
on INF bias contexts, the rise of LEX-F1 scores
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Figure 2: In INF/LEX task, plot showing compari-
son of performance on most frequent target ”Donald
Trump” v/s. All Targets-aware context (BERT + ABTA
+ EBTA) using INF/LEX bias task.

from 56.7 to 58.02 is more prominent in 100%
with BT. In addition to the non-overlapping train-
val-test, for this study we carefully choose testing
examples so that the majority of targets have an
equal %age in the test set to avoid the problems of
overfitting the same target.

In addition to Donald Trump in INF/OTH task,
we also introduce the second most frequent tar-
get “Barack Obama*”, and the fusion of the two
as shown in Figure 3. Consistent with our find-
ings, our approach works well for even a single
target like “Donald Trump” having approximately
not far from half target-aware contextualized ex-
amples towards total. Following prior work (Maab
et al., 2023), we also provide our model with back
translated examples of Donald Trump, hence dou-
bling up context examples from 2,767 to 5,534.
Compared to the context free regular model, the
best performance of INF F1-score of 46.01 from
42.32 is achieved, whereas through back transla-
tion INF F1-score further increased from 46.01 to
47.77 using Donald Trump. The combined context
of “Donald Trump” and “Barack Obama*” is also
examined for further confirmation of our proposed
target-aware context approach which result in im-
proved performance over a single target “Donald
Trump”. This study confirms the general nature of
our approach in detecting different types of bias,
since it is not uncommon in real world scenarios
to run into similar and parallel target entities as
reported by various media outlets (Arapakis et al.,
2016; Lim et al., 2020).

Figure 3: In INF/OTH task, plot showing compar-
ison of F1-scrore and accuracy on target ”Donald
Trump”, ”Barack Obama*”, and ”Donald Trump +
Barack Obama*” combined Vs. All Targets-aware con-
text (BERT + ABTA + EBTA)

Furthermore, the incorporation of appropriate con-
text in training samples serves significantly in en-
hancing the model’s performance. To further il-
lustrate this, Table 7 shows two examples of com-
bined local (article-based) and global (event-based)
contexts of informational and lexical bias for tar-
gets Adam Schiff and Liz Cheney, respectively. It
can be seen that meaningful combination of local
bias-sensitive contexts and a target-aware context
approach in the examples are combined with tar-
get sentences which enables the model to detect
various types of bias with increased precision, as
shown by our results.

6 Conclusion

We study a challenging and significant task of de-
tecting misinformation and shed light on bias preva-
lence in news media. Our work focuses on incor-
porating bias sensitive (BANC) and target-aware
contexts (ABTA & EBTA) for sentence-level bias
detection tasks. Our proposed approach exploits
the distinct influence of informational and lexical
bias in news media writing styles, emulating the
principle of human learning. Our model encom-
pass the process by which individuals acquire new
knowledge in real-world settings, i.e., gathering the
associated type of bias from common news media
targets covering the same event coupled with past
experiences, and subsequently utilizing such con-
texts to make predictions about unfamiliar aspects.

Our model concretely outperforms classification
performance of strong baselines in all bias tasks
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Source Target Local Index Global Index Sentence Bias

FOX 3, 5 4 Your actions both past and present are incompatible with your duty as Chairman of this
Committee, the letter stated. We have no faith in your ability to discharge your duties in
a manner consistent with your Constitutional responsibility and urge your immediate
resignation as Chairman of this Committee.The letter follows the conclusion of Special
Counsel Robert Mueller’s Russia probe, which turned up no evidence of collusion between
Trump campaign members and Russia during the 2016 presidential election.

Inf

HPO 5 6 It doesn’t appear that was any part of [special counsel Robert] Mueller’s report. In a letter
dated Thursday, the GOP committee members accused Schiff of standing at the center
of a well-orchestrated media campaign about a possible Trump-Russia connection.

Inf

NYT A
da

m
Sc

hi
ff

19, 21 20 They say Democrats will stop at nothing to ruin his presidency, and bristle at Democrats
accusing them of turning a blind eye to the Russian threat. And at the center of their
wrath is Mr. Schiff, whose doughy-faced demeanor hardly evokes an attack dog. The
findings of the special counsel conclusively refute your past and present assertions and
have exposed you as having abused your position to knowingly promote false information,
having damaged the integrity of this committee, and undermined faith in U.S. government
institutions, Representative K. Michael Conaway, Republican of Texas, said to Mr. Schiff.

Inf

FOX - - - -
HPO 9, 11 10 Previously, she had spoken out against the military’s former ”don’t ask, don’t tell” policy.

According to The Hill, Cheney sought to clarify her position after an alleged poll in
Wyoming said she "supports abortion and aggressively promotes gay marriage. Her
opposition also puts her at odds with her father, who offered support for gay marriage in
2009.

Lex

NYT

L
iz

C
he

ne
y

7, 9 8 That position deferring to the will of the voters on a state-by-state basis may represent
something of a compromise between total support or opposition. But it did little to placate
her sister. It’s not something to be decided by a show of hands, Mary Cheney wrote.

Lex

Table 7: Combined bias sentence examples with three news media sources extracted from event 7 (7fox, 7hpo,
7nyt) for informational bias and event 33 (33fox, 33hpo, 33nyt) for lexical bias showing the influence of local
and target-aware global contexts that aids the model in effectively determining bias. In this example we see how
sentences in bold, representing bias target sentences with global indexing (event-based), are harmoniously integrated
with contextual information from neighboring sentences (local indexing, i.e., preceding and subsequent sentences
within the article.)

and we provide statistical significance of our pro-
posed components through extensive experiments.
We find that the best performance is achieved when
target-aware contexts are combined with BANC,
and our methodological stand-point in using small-
augmented data of frequent targets suggests that
our model is better at recognising bias in mass me-
dia. In addition, we conclude its important to keep
different bias separately for accurate prediction of
bias and we intend to explore other bias features
as part of future work. Consequently, future work
could also extend contextual information to other
misinformation tasks.

Limitations

Bias can vary based on human perspectives and
existing NLP models have limitations to interpret
the subjective nature of bias. Due to the lack of
bias representations and annotated media coverage
in other languages, our work is based only on En-
glish news articles. To the best of our knowledge,
BASIL is the only dataset annotated with informa-
tional bias, and although our approach provides
valuable insights and findings on detecting bias, we
provide no evidence to suggest the significance of
our findings regarding other contexts surrounding
bias or misinformation detection tasks. Similarly,

due to the disproportionate number of political ide-
ologies in our dataset, we cannot say for sure if our
model will perform equally well for other tasks,
and we believe this requires further analysis.

Ethical Considerations

In this work, since we highlight some frequent bias
targets in political news to propose the significance
of our approach, we do not intend to promote media
bias entities rather we advocate media literacy and
ethical journalism practices. Further, the results
we reported in our work highlight deeper under-
standing of bias contexts, and the need for bias
mitigation at various levels of the mass media.
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